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Abstract 
The project consists of creating a program that can detect fiber customers that has been misconnected 

on the switch connecting them to the Telia network. The program will be able compare what customer 

is configured on the port against the customer who has received and the Telia router connected to the 

port. If there is a mismatch then there is a chance the customer has been misconnected.  

The comparison can be done because the unique serial number of the Telia router is both registered in 

the session database over active Telia routers and also in the database of products delivered to 

customers. This will only work on customers with Telia routers, but it will still be helpful as it would give 

an indication of what switches might have misconnect customers. If there is one misconnected 

customer on a switch there is likely to be more. 

The program was created with MySQL and PHP in the form of a web tool. The program can be run 

against certain switches or the program can be run against all active Telia routers and look for 

mismatches.  

To make the program work it required access to the session database over active Telia routers, the 

database over customer configuration on the port and the database over Telia routers sent to customers. 

These are three different systems and because of the time constraint only a part of the data was used or 

retrieved from testing environments.  

With the available data the program could do the comparison against 8627 customers and of those 303 

customers had a mismatch in the comparison. This does not necessarily mean that all of them are 

misconnected. In most cases it was another person in the household receiving the Telia router than the 

person that was signed up on Telia services. This could be sort out by ensuring that the person receiving 

the Telia router also was signed up to a Telia service. This left 57 customers out of the 303. Out of those 

57 customers a part of them had special services and some had split the services on two persons in one 

household. After sorting them out manually there was around 15 customers left who was likely 

misconnected 

There is still no way to be certain those 15 customer are misconnected, however there a possibility they 

are and if there are several mismatches on a single switch it is certainly worth investigating further as it 

is a large possibility there are misconnected customers. 
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Sammanfattning 
Projektet består i att skapa ett program som kan upptäcka fiber kunder som har blivit felkopplade på 

switchen som ansluter dem till Telias nätverk. Programmet kommer att jämföra kunden som är 

konfigurerad på porten mot personen som har mottagit Teliaroutern som sitter på porten. Om de inte 

stämmer överens så finns det en risk att kunden har blivit felkopplad. 

Jämförelsen kan göras på grund av det unika serie numret på Teliaroutern som är registrerad både i 

sessionsdatabasen över aktiva Telia routrar och databasen över produkter levererade till kunder. Detta 

kommer bara fungera för kunder med Telia routrar, men kommer fortfarande vara användbart då det 

ger en indikation om vilka switchar som eventuellt kan ha felkopplade kunder. Om det finns en 

felkopplad kund så är det stor risk att det finns fler. 

Programmet skapades med MySQL och PHP i formen av ett webbverktyg. Programmet kan köras mot 

valda switchar eller kan det köras mot alla aktiva Telia routrar och hitta kunder där jämnföring inte 

stämmer överens. 

För att programmet ska fungera så behövdes det tillgång till sessionsdatabasen över aktiva Telia routrar, 

databasen över kundens tjänster konfigurerade på porten och databasen över utskickade Telia routrar. 

Det är alltså tre olika system och på grund av tidsbegränsning så användes bara en del av informationen 

eller så hämtades informationen från testmiljöer. 

Med den tillgängliga informationen kunde programmet köras mot 8627 kunder och av dem så stämde 

inte 303 kunder överens i jämförelsen. Detta betyder inte nödvändigtvis att alla är felkopplade. I de 

flesta fall så var det en annan person i hushållet som hade tagit emot Teliaroutern än den personen som 

stod skriven på Teliatjänsten. Dessa fall kunde sorteras bort genom att bara ta fall där mottagaren av 

Teliaroutern också står skriven på en Teliatjänst. Efter denna utsortering så lämnades 57 kunder kvar av 

303. Av de 57 kunderna så hade några av dem specialtjänster och vissa hade delat upp tjänsterna på två 

personer i samma hushåll. Efter att ha manuellt sorterat dem så fanns det 15 kunder kvar som troligen 

är felkopplade. 

Det finns fortfarande inget sätt att garantera att de 15 kunderna har blivit felkopplade, men det finns en 

stor risk att dem är felkopplade och om programmet hittar flera misstänkta felkopplingar på samma 

switch är mycket troligt att det finns felkopplade kunder. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

The project consists of creating a program that can detect fiber customers that has been misconnected 

on the switch connecting them to the Telia network. Because of this the customer might get the wrong 

service configuration on the port as they can end up on another port which has a different configuration 

meant for another customer. 

 This is a problem that can happen during new installations of customers and service of existing 

connections. This is not too uncommon and will create problems for customers with their service. 

Currently there is no way to detect misconnected customers other than controlling each port on its own. 

A program that can detect misconnected customers, even if it’s only a part of them would be helpful as 

it would give an indication of what switches might have misconnected customers. This would in turn 

benefit the customer experience and speed up the troubleshooting time for Telias customer service. 

3 THEORY 

3.1 DETECTING A MISCONNECTED CUSTOMER 
Detecting misconnected customers is difficult because the customer can use any hardware to connect to 

the network. The hardware used won’t necessarily contain any way to identify which customer who has 

connected the port. However if the customer uses a Telia router a serial number of the router will be 

registered in the session database over active Telia routers. With the serial number it is possible to 

lookup which customer has received a router with that serial number. Then a comparison can be made 

against the customer configured on the port and if there is a mismatch something might be wrong. 

In short, compare what customer is configured on the port against the customer who has received and 

the Telia router connected to the port.  

3.2 RETRIEVING THE INFORMATION FOR THE COMPARISON 
This requires access to the session database over active Telia routers, information about Customers 

services configuration on ports and information on Telia routers sent to customers. These are three 

different systems. So there will be some drawbacks and a big part of the customer base does not have 

the necessary service or information for this comparison to work. However even if this can only be used 

on a small part of the customer base, it will still give an indication of misconnected customers on a 

switch. If there is one misconnected customer on a switch there is likely to be more. 

3.3 NECESSARY INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMPARISON 
For the comparison to work the first thing we need is an active Telia router that is registered in the 

session database. Now we got a port and a serial number of the router connected. The next step is to 

lookup the customer configured on the port. To get this information a lookup in the database over 

customer services configuration on ports. This contains the services configured on the port and 

customer information. For the comparison to work the service cannot be a Collective service as there is 

no specific customer information associated with it. The Telia router also needs to be sent directly to the 
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customer and not to a Telia store or a technician because there is no information to track them from 

there. 

To summarize the requirements are as following: 

 The Telia router needs to be active and registered in the session database 

 The service on the port cannot be a collective service as there is no customer information 

associated with it 

 The Telia router must have been sent directly to the customer and not to a Telia store or 

technician. 

4 METHOD 

4.1 SETTING UP THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT  
This project was done at Telia in Umeå, Formvägen 5. I was given a computer and access to a server with 

MySQL, PHP and Apache HTTPD. On the server I was given my own user and access to MySQL. I created 

a user in MySQL to be used for the web program. . I gave the MySQL user “select” access only to my 

database as that would be the only required access the web program would need. I also created my own 

database that would contain the imported tables from other databases. 

4.2 IMPORTING NECESSARY DATABASE TABLES TO CREATE THE DATABASE 
In this section I describe how I retrieved all the data necessary for this project. Because of the time limit 

the data was exported from the different systems for temporary use. It would take too long time to 

apply for the needed permissions to retrieve the data regularly. This also lead to some data being lacking 

as it was taken from testing environments. 

4.2.1 Finding out what customer received the Telia router 

To get access to this information I talked to the department called 1b. They could not provide an export 

of the needed data regularly, but they could give me 11 month worth of data from their testing 

environment. The data was between mars 2014 to February 2015. The data would affect the result a bit 

as less Telia routers would be relatable to a customer, but it was enough to give result to the project 

within the given time. 

The 1b department also referred me to another department to which they already export the 

information needed for the project. I was in contact with them, but retrieving the data from there would 

require me to apply for access which would take too long time for this project, but could be a possible 

permanent solution. 
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The data they gave me was a SQL dump from a query to their oracle database. I had received 

specifications on the data earlier so I had prepared database table. The table description: 

Field Type Null Key Default Extra 

ID Mediumint(9) NO PRI NULL Auto_increment 

ORDER_NUMBER varchar(15) YES  NULL  

ORDERED_ITEM varchar(20) YES  NULL  

ITEM_DESCRIPTION varchar(50) YES  NULL  

TO_SERIAL_NUMBER varchar(30) NO MUL NULL  

CUSTOMER_REF varchar(20) YES MUL NULL  

CUSTOMER_NAME varchar(35) YES  NULL  

ADDRESS2 varchar(35) YES  NULL  

ADDRESS3 varchar(35) YES  NULL  

ADDRESS4 varchar(35) YES  NULL  

ORDER_REFERENCE varchar(30) YES  NULL  

TRACKING_NUMBER varchar(30) YES  NULL  

ACTUAL_SHIPMENT_DATE date YES  NULL  

This table was created with the information from the interface specification (REFERENCE HERE) given to 

me from the 1b department, however I choose to index TO_SERIAL_NUMBER and CUSTOMER_REF for 

performance as they would be used in the query. When importing the table data there was a few syntax 

differences between Oracle and MySQL. Those were resolved with using the UNIX utility “sed” to change 

the syntax to match MySQL. The commands were as following. 

1. sed -i 's/"1B_EXPORT"/1B_EXPORT/g' *.sql 
2. sed -i 's/to_date(/str_to_date(/g' *.sql   
3. sed -i 's/RRRR-MM-DD/%Y-%m-%d/g' *.sql   

The first sed removes the quotation marks around the table name, the second changes name on the 

date convert function and the third changes the argument format given to the date function. 

Every row in this table represents a Telia router that is sent to either a customer or a company. If the 

ORDER_NUMBER field starts with 23 it’s being sent a customer and if it starts with 27 it’s being sent to a 

company. The TO_SERIAL_NUMBER field is the unique serial number of the Telia router, however in this 

table it is not unique as the same serial number can appear several times. This is because if no one 

retrieves the sent Telia router it can be sent out again with the same serial number. The other case is 

when a Telia router is sent back as damaged, but no damage was found. It will then be refurbished as an 

article starting with “S/”. This can be seen in the ORDERED_ITEM field. I also discovered that 

CUSTOMER_REF field was null for a large amount rows. After talking with the 1b department it turned 

out to be missing data directly from the source and nothing could be done. 

 

4.2.2 Session database over active Telia routers 

All active Telia routers are registered in this database with their serial number included. To access this 

database live, a firewall opening would be required, but because of the time limit, a database dump was 

made instead. The database dump was on all active Telia routers with fiber LAN customers during two 

days.  I only received the raw data from the dump so I wrote a small bash script to insert the data to the 

table.  
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1. #!/bin/bash   
2. inputfile="data.txt"   
3. cat $inputfile | while read mac lineid renewdate uniqueid accessid; do   
4. echo "INSERT INTO ip_rid_table (   
5.         accessid,   
6.         mac,   
7.         lineid,   
8.         renewdate,    
9.         uniqueid   
10. )    
11. VALUES (   
12.         '$accessid',   
13.          '$mac',    
14.          '$lineid', str_to_date('$renewdate', '%Y-%m-%d-%h:%i:%s'),    
15.          '$uniqueid'   
16. );"   
17. done | mysql -uUSERNAME -pPASSWORD DATABASE;   

The table description: 

Field Type Null Key Default Extra 

id Mediumint(9)  NO PRI NULL auto_increment 

accessid char(15) YES MUL NULL  

mac char(18) YES  NULL  

lineid char(25) YES MUL NULL  

renewdate datetime YES  NULL  

uniqueid char(60) YES MUL NULL  

 

The table was created using the same type and format from the original table, but some fields were 

sorted out. The uniqueid field is the serial number of the Telia router registered and the renewdate is 

the time and date when the router got registered. There were a few duplicate entries in the database, 

but those could be sorted out by grouping on the lineid. The lineid represent the switch and port that 

the router is connected on. There was some cases were the renewdate was null, those entries was also 

sorted out. 

 

4.2.3 Customers’ services configuration on ports 

This information is retrieved from the system called netadmin. To retrieve data from this database 

regularly a firewall opening would be required, but because of the time limit, a database dump was 

made instead. It was a MySQL database so the exporting and importing was straight forward without 

the need for any custom changes. The data was taken from the testing environment though and after a 

closer look it turned out to be old data since the copy from the production environment had stopped 

because of an unknown reason. There was however still enough data for the project to continue, but the 

result would be a little since the service configuration could be missing or changed for a few customers. 
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4.3 RETRIEVING THE CUSTOMERS THAT MEETS ALL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMPARISON 
After all the data was gathered I needed to sort out all the customers were a comparison would not be 

possible. The main requirements for this are described in section 3.3 in this report. I choose to create a 

new table because retrieving the customers were a comparison would be possible requires joining the 

three tables and sorting out a lot of data that cannot be used. This would be inefficient to do for every 

time the comparison needed to run. It was also suitable because it gave an interface for the web 

program to use that could stay the same even if one of the imported tables would change. However this 

solution is made for when all of the three tables are imported. The query to create the table can be seen 

below: 

1. create table temp_data (INDEX na_id (nanumber), INDEX 1b_nummer (CUSTOMER_REF), INDEX n
etadmin_nummer (orgnummer))   

2. select uniqueid, nanumber, CUSTOMER_NAME, namn, CUSTOMER_REF, orgnummer,service, lineid
    

3. from   
4. (   
5.     select uniqueid, renewdate, lineid, accessid, mac    
6.     from ip_rid_table    
7.     where renewdate is not null    
8.     group by lineid   
9. ) as iprid    
10. inner join (netadmin_custom)   
11.     on (nanumber = SUBSTR(accessid FROM 3)   
12.     and service NOT like '%Kollektiv%')    
13. inner join (1b_export_1)    
14.     on (TO_SERIAL_NUMBER = SUBSTR(uniqueid, -11)   
15.     and ORDER_NUMBER like '23%'   
16.     and CUSTOMER_REF is not null   
17.     and ACTUAL_SHIPMENT_DATE=   
18.     (   
19.         select max(ACTUAL_SHIPMENT_DATE)   
20.         from 1b_export_1   
21.         where TO_SERIAL_NUMBER = SUBSTR(uniqueid, -11 )   
22.     ));   

The first inner select in this query removes rows where the renewdate is null and duplicate entries on 

the same port. Then it inner joins the netadmin_custom table on the NA number and removes the 

customers with collective services as they lack the necessary information.  The NA number has different 

formats in the two tables. In the ip_rid_table it uses the format “naxxxxxxx”, but the netadmin_custom 

table uses the format “xxxxxx”. This is resolved by removing the “na” part from the ip_rid_table field. 

After that it inner joins the 1b_export_1 table on the serial number. The join only chooses rows where 

the ORDER_NUMBER starts with 23 because it means that the router was sent directly to a customer. 

The CUSTOMER_REF field also cannot be null. The last requirement for this inner join is that in case 

there are several rows with the same serial number it will pick the one with the newest shipment date. 

This happens because the same router can be sent out more than once. The serial number has different 

formats in 1b_export_1 table and ip_rid_table. In the ip_rid_table the product type and the beginning of 

the mac address is also added in the serial number field. In the comparison for the inner join that part is 

removed.  
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The table description: 

Field Type Null Key Default Extra From system 
uniqueid char(60) YES  NULL  Sessions db 

nanumber int(11) NO MUL NULL  Netadmin 
CUSTOMER_NAME varchar(35) YES  NULL  1b 

namn varchar(55) YES  NULL  Netadmin 
CUSTOMER_REF varchar(20) YES MUL NULL  1b 

orgnummer varchar(14) YES MUL NULL  Netadmin 

service varchar(80) YES  NULL  Netadmin 
lineid char(25)  YES  NULL  Sessions db 

4.4 CREATING THE WEBPAGE TOOL FOR ANALYZING SWITCHES AND INSPECTING POSSIBLE 

MISCONNECTIONS 
To make the result easy to overlook and give the ability to inspect individual customers for a closer look I 

created a web tool. This was done in PHP and using the table created as mentioned in section 4.3. The 

first part of the program is to retrieve the result for all suspected misconnections or the result of 

customers on certain switches.  The two queries for this are as following: 

The query for retrieving all suspected misconnections 

1.  
select t.uniqueid, t.nanumber, t.CUSTOMER_NAME, t.namn, t.CUSTOMER_REF, t.orgnummer, t.
service, t.lineid   

2.              from   
3.              (   
4.                select *    
5.                from temp_data    
6.                where orgnummer <>  concat('19', insert(CUSTOMER_REF, 7, 0, '-'))   
7.              )   
8.              as t inner join netadmin_custom as n   
9.                on n.orgnummer = concat('19', insert(t.CUSTOMER_REF, 7, 0, '-'))    
10.              group by n.orgnummer order by t.lineid   

This query retrieves all mismatches from the table, it compares the customer who is configured on the 

port against the customer who has received and the Telia router connected to the port. The inner join is 

so only customers who have received a Telia router also must be signed up on a service.  This is because 

some cases it was another person in the household receiving the Telia router than the person that was 

signed up on Telia services. 

The query for retrieving all comparisons made on certain switches 

1. select * from temp_data where lineid like ?   

This query retrieves all comparisons for a certain switch. The comparison is made with PHP when the 

result is printed out.  See appendix 1 for the source code. 

The second part of the program is to be able to take a closer look at possible misconnections.  This is 

done by retrieving all information about the two mismatching customers from the three tables and then 

presenting it to user. The first query will get information about the mismatch from the lineid. That 
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information will then be used in the later queries against the three tables to retrieve all information 

available. The initial query to get information about the mismatch: 

1. select orgnummer, namn, CUSTOMER_REF, CUSTOMER_NAME from temp_data where lineid = ?   

4.5 SCRIPT TO COMPARE MAC ADDRESSES ON PORTS TO DETECT CHANGES 
This script was an extra specification for this project as it differs a bit from the project but has the same 

purpose and goal. The script was made with Perl and will compare mac addresses on ports from the 

latest DHCP log file with an older DHCP log file.  

The arguments to the script are as following: 

 A list of switches enclosed by ‘‘ and separated by spaces 

 A number 1-14 to specify which log will be used in the comparison. Default = 1 

 If a time is set then it will only use ports that got IP after that time from the latest log 

The script uses the Unix utility zgrep to get the relevant lines from the log file. The zgrep command was 

used because the older log files are compressed and the log files are very large. The zgrep command 

used in the script looks like this: 

1. zgrep -E -m $maxLines 'Tail_Watch.*-$switchArg' $dhcpLogOld $dhcpLogToday   

It will run the command on both log files. The max lines argument is there to save time in case the user 

types an argument wrong and get an unexpected large result back. In the log files the lines that script 

needs always contain “Tail_Watch” so the word is used to filter out some lines. After that comes the 

switch arguments. The “-“ is a delimiter right before the switch entry in the log file. The variable 

$switchArg contains a string with all the switches delimited with “|” which will give a match on any line 

containing one of the switches. 

After the zgrep the script will read the output line by line and the line id and mac addresses are parsed 

out from the log lines and then stored in a hash with the line id as key and mac address as value. Then 

the comparison is done and the result is presented to the user. For the full script source see appendix 2. 

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 POSSIBLE CUSTOMERS FOR THE PROGRAM AND MISCONNECTED CUSTOMERS 
This project was aimed at fiber customers with a Telia router. There are 249088 customers with the Telia 

router service and out of those there 137745 customers that does not have a collective service. For the 

comparison to work the customers also needs to have the Telia router registered in the session 

database and it must’ve been delivered to them directly.  

When matching those 137745 customers against the session database 85439 Telia routers were active. 

This difference is expected as the netadmin is a bit outdated compared to the data in the session 

database. There also Telia routers that are not active or not in use.  

The final step is to match those 85439 Telia routers against the routers sent out directly to the 

customers. This leaves us with 9646 customers who have the right service, an active router and had the 
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router sent directly to them. The difference is large because the database Telia routers sent out was 

only during 11 months so a part of the customers will have received their router earlier. Another factor 

is that 25% of all routers delivered are not directly to customers but to Telia stores and service 

technician companies.  

So the program can run the comparison on 9646 customers, but because of the field CUSTOMER_REF 

had missing data in some cases (described in section 4.2.1) 1019 of them could not be used.  

After this we can conclude there are 8627 customers were we can successfully run the comparison. 

8325 of them were matching so they connected to the right port. 303 of them were mismatches. This 

does not necessarily mean that all of them are misconnected. In most cases it was another person in the 

household receiving the Telia router than the person that was signed up on Telia services. This could be 

sort out by ensuring that the person receiving the Telia router also was signed up to a Telia service. This 

left 57 customers out of the 303. Out of those 57 customers a part of them had special services and 

some had split the services on two persons in one household. After sorting them out manually there was 

around 15 customers left who was likely misconnected.  

5.2 WEB TOOL INTERFACE 
Pictures of the finished web tool interface. It was kept informative and simple. 

 

Figure 1: Search on a switches with wildcard 
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Figure 2: Inspecting a mismatch, there is also a section for active Telia routers that did not fit the picture 
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7 APPENDIX 

7.1 APPENDIX 1 SOURCE CODE 
If you want to see the source code contact Lars Norlin at lars.norlin@teliasonera.com 

7.2 APPENDIX 2 SCRIPT 
If you want to see the Script contact Lars Norlin at lars.norlin@teliasonera.com 
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